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Technology is from Mars,
Design is from Venus?
Creating a state of the art
entertainment room in a 18th
Century cottage raises the
perennial problem: How do you
install the latest AV suite but keep
it sympathetic to the character and
style of the house?
This is the dilemma Mark and Andrea Wilton faced when
they opted for a single storey barn style extension to their
chocolate box cottage to create space for an entertainment
room . After painstakingly recreating the style of the main
building, reclaimed oak beams and period materials were
meticulously selected to blend in, they where left with the
issue of how to install a 21st century audio visual technology
system that would be in sympathy with the interior.
While screens are chosen on their sleek beauty, peripherals such
as remotes are designed to please Captain Kirk and most of the
“brainpower” equipment can be hidden out the way, it still leaves the
speakers…until now.
Amina’s Plaster In-Wall Invisible loudspeakers are the perfect solution.
As it says, the Amina speakers are actually plastered in providing
fantastic natural sounds with zero visual footprint. Mount them within a
plasterboard opening or in a ceiling, skim over with plaster and the walls
are ready for decoration. The process is just as simple for solid walls.
Here 6 x Amina AIW5X (80W per loudspeaker) have been used to
provide surround sound cinema and also relay the audio from the music
system and television.
For period homes or any space where design is treasured but AV is a
necessity, Amina provide the ideal totally Invisible loudspeaker option.
For more information speak to your local Amina installer or visit our
website: www.amina.co.uk.
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“Creating a state of the art entertainment room in a 18th Century cottage raises the perennial problem:
how do you install the latest AV suite but keep it sympathetic to the character and style of the house?”

